FOAMING TECHNOLOGIES

FOAM GUNS

1K PU FOAM GUNS

Rigo s.r.l., founded in 1944 by Riccardo Rigolio Senior, is specialised in
manufacturing equipment and accessories for painting and blowing as well as
rollers for paints and in producing acrylic paints, water paints and dyestuffs for
paints. Rigo has continued to invest in its own and innovative products, such
as the HVLP turbine (1965) with specific spray guns, guns for washing and
machinery for whitening and plastering.
In 1985, production was enlarged by guns for the application of one-component
polyurethane foam (1K PU) in screw cylinders for professional use with the
private label formula. As a matter of fact, Rigo assists the main foam producers
with its own know-how and with innovative quality products, patented and
specifically customised, which can provide for uniqueness on the market.
Rigo’s philosophy is to work in observance of the ethical and technical rules
of the company where we are operating. As a matter of fact, all products are
manufactured only by means of the most modern technologies and EC conformity
guarantees by using eco-compatible, non-toxic and 100%-recycleable products.
Rigo’s mission is to appear on the market by offering products studied for the specific needs for which they
are intended by guaranteeing functionality and quality for the user.

PRODUCTION LINE FOR 1K PU FOAM GUN

Every single new product is conceived and manufactured directly in
our offices that follow all the phases necessary for their manufacture.
All engineering and industrialisation phases are checked to obtain high
quality products in compliance with RIGO’s all production.

Design and development

Product engineering

Production and assembly occur by means of machinery and modern
automation.
At the same time, every single part that is manufactured is checked
and inspected before assembly.

Modern CNC machining centres

Quality control

Large warehouse for finished products ready for assembly.
Assembly lines automated and conceived to directly assemble the
product customised and ordered by the customer.

Parts Warehouse

Automated assembly lines

Every single finished product is checked and tested to certify its
quality and functionality by stamping a dedicated and customisable
customer’s code.
Automated packaging machinery complete the cycle before storage.

Checking and testing by stamping
the customer’s code

Automatic packaging

Large warehouse constantly replenished and at the disposal of the
customers requiring a scheduled just-in-time delivery.

Large warehouse for finished products

Shipment to over 50 countries
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We plan shipments every day, to over 50 countries, in 4 continents,
by taking all necessary bureaucratic steps for direct delivery to the
customer.

FOAM GUNS

PREMIUM DUTY

STANDARD DUTY

LIGHT DUTY

Ultra light, ergonomic, easy to clean, newly-conceived original design, wholly
made of high-performance and anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, in-built
adapter, assemble-proof foam regulator, self-balancing seal, plastics extension
(metal barrels with various finishes and nozzle types available as options).

FOX0

Light, ergonomic, newly-conceived and original design, body wholly made of
high-performance and anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, anti-adhesive in-built
adapter suitable for screw cylinders, plastics lever, disassemble-proof foam
regulator, self-balancing seal, thin metal extension with nozzle.

FOX3

Light, ergonomic, newly-conceived and original design, body wholly made of highperformance and anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, anti-adhesive screwed-in
metal adapter suitable for screw cylinders, plastics or metal lever, assembleproof foam regulator, self-balancing seal, thin metal extension with nozzle.
Light and easy to clean, newly-conceived design, metal body and handgrip made
of anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, PTFE-coated anti-adhesive adapter and
suitable for all market-available screw cylinders, lever and foam regulator made of
high-quality thermoplastic material, thin metal extension and replaceable nozzle,
always made of metal for lightly abrasive surface.

ECO
RLR

Ideal mix with die-cast metal body, ergonomic handgrip and lever made of anti-solvent and anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, replaceable universal adapter
suitable for all screw cylinders, assemble-proof foam regulator, adjustable seal,
metal extension and nozzle for applications on abrasive surfaces.

RLR3

RBH
MAD

Solid body wholly made of PTFE-coated anti-solvent and anti-adherent aluminium
for better cleaning, nickel-plated metal lever and foam regulator, PTFE-coated metal adapter suitable for all market-available screw cylinders, adjustable seal, metal
extension with PTFE-coated metal pre-expansion chamber and nozzle for easy
cleaning, suitable for any kind of application.
Top-range model with PTFE-coated anti-solvent and anti-adherent die-cast metal body
for simple and safe cleaning, chromium-plated metal ergonomic lever, assemble-proof metal foam regulator, PTFE-coated metal adapter suitable for all market-available
screw cylinders, adjustable seal, metal extension with chromium-plated pre-expansion
chamber, PTFE-coated metal nozzle for quick cleaning, suitable for any kind of application.
Super light, specifically conceived for container foam, easy to clean, wholly made of
high-performance and anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, with foam regulator and
self-balancing seal, replaceable plastics extension, 11.5 cm in length with bayonet
joint.

RCT
RCT-M
MAD-C

SPECIAL DUTY

Ideal mix with PTFE-coated metal body, ergonomic handgrip made of anti-solvent and anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, metal lever, PTFE-coated universal
adapter suitable for all screw cylinders, assemble-proof foam regulator, adjustable
seal, extension with chromium-plated pre-expansion chamber and metal nozzle
for applications on abrasive surfaces, hand-guard safety system to avoid any accidental product leakage.
Fully professional grade and highly ergonomic, extremely dependable foam gun of new, hybrid
design, gun body and handle frame in one single piece of die cast aluminum with handle slab grips
made of non sticking plastic or rubber/plastic composite, universal type metal basket adapter, 100%
Teflon (PTFE SKIN) solvent and sticking proof coating on the metal parts, metal operating lever,
chrome plated with trigger safety “lever lock”, special, self adjusting rubber seal, safety-wise built
foam flow regulator, metal barrel with expansion chamber to improve foam curing during barrel
time, high flow rate metal nozzle, PTFE coated for easy cleaning.

R58

HEAVY DUTY

One-component foam in
cylinder dispensing units

One-component foam in can with screw dispensing units

FOX

Super light, specifically conceived to dispense foam in a container, easy to clean,
wholly made of high-performance and anti-adhesive thermoplastic material, with foam
regulator and self-balancing seal, 20 cm metal extension with metal nozzle, suitable for
application on any kind of surface.
Top-range model suitable for container-packed foam applications, with PTFE-coated
anti-solvent and anti-adherent die-cast metal body for simple and safe cleaning, metal
lever ergonomic, assemble-proof metal foam regulator, adjustable seal, metal extension with chromium-plated pre-expansion chamber and PTFE-coated metal nozzle for
quick cleaning.

PRIVATE LABEL by Rigo
Wide range of customisable products and accessories
Protection plug

Finishes made available for adapters

Nozzle for small joints
Interchangeables nozzles
Pipes for extension
Wide range of extensions
Two-way nozzle
Examples of PTFE colours
Wrench

Wide range of colours

Special adaptors

Threaded unions for container hose insertion

Customisations
for special uses
Special finishes
and customisation
Customisable packaging

LOGO
An adhesive label can be applied on the product body or handle, with the customer’s own printed logo.

BLISTER
You can request for a customised blister with your own art-work. Not available for RBH, MAD, RCT,
RCT-M and MAD-C models.

BOX
You can request for a customised box, either printed or with an adhesive label applied on the box, with
your own art-work.

INSTRUCTION SHEET
A product instruction sheet customised with the customer’s own art-work can be included into the
package.
It is also possible to create and produce exclusive models with their special design and dedicated features. Unique solution on the market that has already
been done for some of our customers for many years.

